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Abstract
Despite ample research, understanding plant spread and predicting their ability to track projected climate

changes remain a formidable challenge to be confronted. We modelled the spread of North American wind-

dispersed trees in current and future (c. 2060) conditions, accounting for variation in 10 key dispersal,

demographic and environmental factors affecting population spread. Predicted spread rates vary substantially

among 12 study species, primarily due to inter-specific variation in maturation age, fecundity and seed terminal

velocity. Future spread is predicted to be faster if atmospheric CO2 enrichment would increase fecundity and

advance maturation, irrespective of the projected changes in mean surface windspeed. Yet, for only a few

species, predicted wind-driven spread will match future climate changes, conditioned on seed abscission

occurring only in strong winds and environmental conditions favouring high survival of the farthest-dispersed

seeds. Because such conditions are unlikely, North American wind-dispersed trees are expected to lag behind

the projected climate range shift.
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INTRODUCTION

The ability of plants to spread into new areas shapes the large-scale

structure and dynamics of plant populations and communities (Levin

et al. 2003; Svenning & Skov 2007). Human-induced changes to

climate, land use, disturbance regimes, habitat fragmentation and

biological invasions have made the evaluation of the spread capacity

of plants ever more urgent (Foley et al. 2005). In particular, near-

surface temperature shifts are expected to be rapid, propagating at c.

300–500 m year)1 in northern hemispheric biomes (Loarie et al.

2009). These rapid shifts – considered to reflect shifts in species�
habitats – cast doubts on the ability of plant species to track climate

change (Malcolm et al. 2002; Higgins et al. 2003; McKenney et al. 2007;

Svenning & Skov 2007). Consequently, estimating the spread capacity

is critical for assessing the future distributions and the risks of local

and global extinction of plant species (Thuiller et al. 2005; Morin &

Thuiller 2009).

Assessments of spread capacity in future environments were chiefly

derived from correlative niche-based models, and, to a lesser extent,

from process-based species distribution models (Morin & Thuiller

2009). The niche-based approach does not incorporate underlying

mechanisms, and both approaches typically assume either unlimited or

zero dispersal; yet, dispersal capacity of real species lie between these

extremes and only few species, if any, match this assumption.

Strikingly different predictions of species distribution under climate

change scenarios were obtained by models incorporating more

realistic dispersal kernels compared with models assuming that

dispersal is unlimited or null (Engler & Guisan 2009).

Most studies implementing realistic descriptions of dispersal

estimated the dispersal kernel from local measurements and then

extrapolated broadly beyond the scale of measurements, in both time

and space (e.g. Clark et al. 2001). Demography was typically simplified

in these models to two composite parameters, the net reproductive

rate (R0) and the generation time (T). Further refinements of

demography in spread models have incorporated more complex

matrix population models (Neubert & Caswell 2000; Buckley et al.

2005), but combined them with phenomenological dispersal kernels.

Spread models that incorporate both dispersal and demography

mechanistically are promising tools for assessing the spread capacity

of plants in future environments (Jeltsch et al. 2008; Thuiller et al.

2008). Their major drawbacks are relative complexity and the

uncertainty as to whether their predictions are necessarily more

accurate than those of simpler phenomenological spread models.

Their major advantage is their ability to incorporate the effects of key

determinants of population spread and, consequently, to forecast how

environmental changes will affect potential spread. Only two recent

studies of plant spread have implemented both dispersal and

demography in a detailed mechanistic manner (Jongejans et al. 2008;
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Soons & Bullock 2008). Their importance notwithstanding, these

studies have applied the full mechanistic approach to only one or two

species, assumed that dispersal and demographic parameters are

invariant in space and time, and did not examine spread in the context

of future environmental changes. In a third comparable study, we

have recently implemented a mechanistic wind-dispersal model to

assess spread in warmer future environments (Kuparinen et al. 2009).

Yet, this study focused on only two hypothetical species and

a particular atmospheric process occurring under rather specific

conditions (see supplementary material in Kuparinen et al. 2009),

using empirical micrometeorological data from only one weather

station, simplifying demography to only two parameters (R0 and T)

that were assumed to be constant in time and space. Thus, the two

major merits of the promising fully mechanistic approach – of (a)

evaluating how projected environmental changes would affect spread

rates of multiple plant species in spatially and temporally variable

future landscapes, and (b) assessing the relative importance of key

demographic, dispersal and environmental factors impacting spread

process – have not yet been realized.

We address the general challenge of assessing the spread capacity of

plants in future environments by means of a detailed mechanistic

modelling approach that incorporates projected environmental and

biological changes and enables quantitative evaluation of the role of

key demographic and dispersal factors in determining spread rate.

Focusing on North American wind-dispersed tree species, a large

(> 200 spp.) ecologically and economically important functional

group of woody plants, we combined global sensitivity analysis with

spread calculations for a typical hypothetical species as well as

12 specific �real� species (see Methods section), to address four main

objectives of assessing: (a) realistic lower and upper bounds of spread

capacity of North American wind-dispersed tree species in future (c.

2060) environments, given projected changes in fecundity, maturation

time and mean surface windspeed; (b) the relative role of 10 key

demographic and dispersal factors in determining the potential spread

rate of wind-dispersed trees in general and their response to projected

environmental changes in particular; (c) the uncertainty in predicting

spread given uncertainty about two poorly quantified and largely

unexplored potential determinants of plant spread: windspeed-

dependent seed abscission and post-dispersal seed-to-adult survival;

and (d) the role of spatial variation in post-dispersal survival in

determining future spread of trees.

METHODS

Modelling spatial spread of wind-dispersed plant populations

To assess the potential spread of wind-dispersed trees in future

environments, we introduce three major modifications to the

�invasion-by-extremes� (IBE) modelling approach (Clark et al. 2001).

The IBE approach assumes that the spread rate of a population is

exclusively determined by extreme jumps of the farthest-forward

individuals ahead of the continuous population. After multiple

generations, the spread rate will be determined by the dispersal of

the farthest individuals, even though initially dispersal from multiple

seed sources in a large continuous population may cause faster spread

rates (Clark et al. 2001). We extend and adjust the basic IBE approach

to develop a general mechanistic model for the spread of wind-

dispersed plants; the general scheme is illustrated in Fig. 1 and the

mathematical details are provided in Appendix S1.

Although the IBE approach was first applied by implementing

phenomenological (empirically fitted) dispersal kernels (Clark et al.

2001), a recent application has demonstrated the utility of incorpo-

rating mechanistic dispersal models to predict species response to

environmental changes (Kuparinen et al. 2009). The analytical wind-

dispersal model WALD (Katul et al. 2005) is particularly suitable for

such applications because, unlike analytical phenomenological models,

its parameters correspond to measurable factors determining wind

dispersal: mean horizontal windspeed (�U), standard deviation of

vertical wind velocity (rw), seed terminal falling velocity (vt) and the

height of seed release (hr). It is convenient to express hr = ht · pr,

where ht is the tree height and pr is the proportional height of seed

release. WALD leads to an inverse Gaussian fat-tailed distribution that

accommodates parameter combinations representing coherent turbu-

lent updrafts inducing seed uplift, the principle mechanism respon-

sible for long-distance dispersal (LDD) of seeds by wind (Nathan et al.

2002) but ignores numerous other processes such as canopy

interception. Thompson & Katul (2008) modified WALD to

incorporate a Weibull-distributed �U characterizing the spatiotemporal

variation in wind conditions experienced by dispersed seeds. Thus,

our first modification of the IBE approach – following essentially the

same approach of Thompson & Katul (2008) – is to mechanistically

implement dispersal by integrating WALD kernels with Weibull-

distributed �U (Appendix S1), enabling detailed representation of the

variation in atmospheric conditions at relevant spatiotemporal scales

including projected windspeeds in different future scenarios.

The incorporation of multiple Weibull-based WALD kernels also

enables incorporating biased (windspeed-dependent) seed abscission.

It has long been argued that seed release of many wind-dispersed

species is sensitive to temperature, relative humidity and windspeed.

Preferential seed abscission in strong winds has been demonstrated

empirically for temperate (Greene & Johnson 1992) and tropical trees

(Wright et al. 2008). Soons & Bullock (2008) showed that spread

models incorporating non-random seed abscission yield twofold faster

spread compared with models assuming random seed abscission.

Here, we assume that seeds abscise only above a threshold windspeed

(�Ur). As �Ur is unknown for all tree species, we examined its

importance in the uncertainty analyses described below.

Clark et al. (2001) decomposed R0 to its two basic components:

(pre-dispersal) fecundity (b) and (post-dispersal) seed-to-adult survival

(/). Trees typically have high b and low / (Bonner & Karrfalt 2008;

for typical values of these two parameters, see section IV in Appendix

S1 and Table S2). Partitioning pre- and post-dispersal processes

enables relaxing the critical assumption of spatially homogeneous

survival of all previous IBE applications, which is critical for assessing

the spread in changing environments. Thus, our second modification

of the IBE approach is to incorporate spatially variable survival, /(x),

assuming a hump-shaped pattern of survival vs. distance (Nathan

2006). The increase in /(x) at relatively short distances corresponds to

the so-called Janzen–Connell (JC) effects, in which offspring mortality

due to pathogens, seed predators and ⁄ or herbivores declines with

increasing distance from the seed source (Janzen 1970). Although

other survival patterns have also been observed (Nathan & Casagrandi

2004), the JC pattern is fairly common and has clear biological

interpretation (Janzen 1970). As survival data are collected only at

relatively small scales, the shape of /(x) at large scales in general, and

the spatial scale of JC effects in particular, are largely unknown.

Nevertheless, beyond a certain distance, JC effects are likely to be

overridden by the opposing effects of spatial autocorrelation in abiotic
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conditions: farther away from the parent tree, environmental

conditions will tend to be less similar (Tobler�s first law of geography;

Nekola & White 1999), hence less suitable. A logical portray of

survival is thus an asymmetric hump-shaped function such as the two-

parameter log-logistic function (Appendix S1). For simplicity, we fixed

the two parameters of this function and varied a third multiplying

parameter so that the variation in survival is represented by a single

parameter reflecting spatially averaged survival (U). We vary U over

four orders of magnitude and compare spatially variable survival with

both spatially uniform survival assumed in previous studies and

spatially stochastic survival (Appendix S1).

Clark et al. (2001) also decomposed the generation time (T) to its

basic components, maturation age (tM) and longevity (tL), and yet

assumed that all seeds produced during the reproductive lifetime

(tL ) tM) are dispersed �at once� (Appendix S1). They also assumed that

each tree disperses b seeds every year, whereas the majority of wind-

dispersed tree species in temperate and boreal forests exhibit

iteroparous reproduction, typically producing large seed crops in an

average intercrop interval (tIC) of 1–8 years (Bonner & Karrfalt 2008).

All else being equal, spread is faster if the farthest LDD occurs at tM

rather than tL, and if tIC is shorter. Therefore, our third modification of

the IBE approach is to explicitly incorporate iteroparous reproduction.

By incorporating inter-specific variation in the basic components of tree

reproduction (b, tM, tL and tIC), we obtain a more realistic represen-

tation of the variance in fecundity schedule and lifetime reproduction.

Effects of environmental changes on wind-driven spread

Forecasts of long-term climate and non-climate environmental

changes are inevitably uncertain (Allen et al. 2000; Murphy et al.

2004). Furthermore, given the complexity of the processes regulating

plant spread and the lack of data on two key factors – the large-scale

pattern of seed-to-adult survival and windspeed-dependent seed

abscission – it is difficult to accurately estimate the spread rate for a

particular species at a given geographic location under specific climatic

scenarios. To frame logical bounds on how plant spread can be altered

by future environmental changes, we applied a broad range of

biologically sensible U and �Ur values, and assessed the impact of

uncertainty embedded in projected changes in windspeed, fecundity

and maturation time.

Wind-dispersed trees are common in temperate and boreal forests

(Bonner & Karrfalt 2008), where the most pronounced climate

changes are projected to occur (Malcolm et al. 2002). Estimates of

horizontal velocity change in mean near-surface temperature that

incorporate topographic effects suggest that, during the 21st century,

forests in high latitudes would face slower change than previously

estimated due to the complex terrain characterizing forested biomes in

high latitudes (Loarie et al. 2009). These relatively low estimates still

project rather high rate of climatic range shift with mean values of

110 m year)1 for temperate conifer forests, 350 m year)1 for tem-

perate broadleaf and mixed forests, and 430 m year)1 for boreal

forests (Loarie et al. 2009).

To assess the current distribution of �U, we fitted the commonly

assumed Weibull distribution (Appendix S1) to 21-year (1979–1999)

three-hourly surface wind records from 776 weather stations across

North America (He et al. 2010). To assess the windspeed distribution

expected for the middle of this century (2049–2069), we combined

two complementary methods. The first approach, a linear extrap-

olation from measurements of surface windspeed during the last five

decades (1953–2006) to the middle of the current century, yields
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Figure 1 Schematic representation of a general spread model of

wind-dispersed tree species, modified from the �invasion by

extremes� modelling approach (Clark et al. 2001). The scheme

illustrates the temporal (progressing downward along the vertical

axis) and spatial (progressing to the right along the horizontal axis)

dimensions of the process of spatial spread. The model

incorporates five dispersal and five demographic parameters

specified in the boxes. The key assumptions assert that population

spread occurs solely via seeds dispersed isotropically from the

farthest reproductive individual (thick arrows), and that each

farthest individual disperses seeds during its entire reproductive

period, starting when it becomes reproductive (i.e. reaching

maturation age) and terminating when it dies (i.e. reaching

longevity). The number of seeds dispersed during this period

depends on the annual fecundity in years of good seed crops and

the intercrop interval. The mean height of seed release is the

product of tree height and the proportional height of seed release.

Factors affecting seed flight trajectory (thin lines), hence dispersal

distance, include seed terminal velocity, mean horizontal wind-

speed and the standard deviation of the vertical wind velocity. The

distribution of dispersal distances and the probability of dispersed

seeds to survive to maturity jointly determine the location of the

farthest reproductive individual of the next generation.
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changes of )7% to 3% in windspeed over Canada (Wan et al. 2010).

A comprehensive analysis of eight datasets, including observations,

reanalysis and wind predictions from regional climate models,

revealed a declining mean surface windspeed of similar magnitude

over most regions of the USA (Pryor et al. 2009). The second

approach uses the Canadian Regional Climate Model version 4,

driven by the third-generation Canadian Global Circulation Model

under the A2 emission scenario (Nakišenoviš et al. 2000), to predict

lower and upper bounds of windspeeds for our forecast horizon

(2049–2069) over North America. Altogether, these simulations

predict both negative and positive changes in surface windspeed,

with Weibull scale parameter within [)4%, +6%] (overall mean

change 1%) and the shape parameter within [)6%, +6%] (overall

mean change 0.7%). Combining the two methods, the lower and

upper bounds for the proportional change in mean surface

windspeed are )7% and +6% respectively (for more details, see

Appendix S1).

The spatial spread of trees can also be altered by effects of increased

atmospheric [CO2] on reproduction. In the free-air CO2 enrichment

(FACE) experiment at Duke Forest, Eastern USA, loblolly pine (Pinus

taeda) trees in elevated [CO2] (+200 ppm) plots produced nearly twice

as many seeds after 8 years, and reached maturity significantly earlier

(7% reduction in tM), compared with nearby trees in ambient [CO2]

(LaDeau & Clark 2006). For emission scenario A2 (see above), this

elevated [CO2] of c. 570 ppm is expected for our forecast horizon (the

middle of the current century). Higher [CO2] (704 ppm) caused up to

sevenfold increase in acorn production in a Florida scrub-oak forest

(Stiling et al. 2004). A lower yet significant increase in seed production

(16%) was found in a meta-analysis of 79 domesticated and wild crop

species grown under elevated [CO2] (500–800 ppm) (Jablonski et al.

2002).

Model runs and statistical analyses

Altogether, the modified-IBE spread model includes five demographic

(b, tM, tL, tIC and U) and five dispersal (�U, rw, vt, ht and pr)

parameters. To address the study objectives outlined in the

Introduction section, we conducted three types of analyses of this

basic model. In the first analysis, we assessed the relative importance

of the 10 basic parameters in determining spread rate. Towards this

end, we varied these parameters according to their distribution across

the observed natural range (Fig. S6), based on a comprehensive

literature survey (Table S2), and ran Monte-Carlo sensitivity analysis

to examine their relative impact on spread rate. For details on both

parameter estimation and sensitivity analysis, see Appendix S2.

The two other types of analysis comprise two sets of model runs

examining the tree spread rate in future environments. In both

analyses, we represent a range of possible environmental changes by

contrasting a scenario of present-day conditions with two future

scenarios that assume a twofold increase in b and a 7% reduction of

tM – following the FACE study at Duke Forest – but differ in

assuming a reduction ()7%) or increase (+6%) in surface windspeeds.

In both analyses, we also explored the sensitivity of spread rate to

variation in �Ur and U, and to spatially variable vs. spatially

homogeneous survival.

In the first set of model runs examining tree spread in future

environments, we investigated how predicted spread rates of a typical

wind-dispersed tree species differ between these three scenarios, and

how sensitive these differences are to variation in �Ur and U, the two

largely unknown parameters. In the present scenario, the typical wind-

dispersed tree was characterized by the following average parameter

values: b = 25 000 seeds year)1, tM = 25 years, tL = 200 years,

tIC = 3 years, vt, = 1.0 m s)1, ht = 25 m and pr = 0.7 (for references

and justification, see Table S2). For each of the three environmental

scenarios, we also contrasted the relationship between the predicted

spread rate and �Ur for spatially variable vs. spatially homogeneous

survival. We also assessed the role of individual drivers of spread by

simulating all other 24 possible scenarios of a full factorial design, with

each of the three factors (maturation, fecundity and mean windspeed)

either decreasing, remaining unchanged or increasing (i.e. a total of

33 = 27 scenarios).

In the second set of model runs examining tree spread in future

environments, we assessed the individualistic response of 12 wind-

dispersed tree species that represent a wide spectrum of dispersal and

demographic parameters (Table 1), encompassing almost the full

range of these parameters estimated from a much larger set of North

American wind-dispersed tree species (Table S2). For each species, we

compared the predicted spread rate among the three scenarios, and

also assessed how variation in species traits affects changes in the

spread rate between current and future conditions.

Table 1 Parameter estimates (mean values) for 12 wind-dispersed tree species selected to assess inter-specific variation in spread rate.

Tree species

Species

abbreviation

Fecundity

(seeds tree)1

year)1)

Maturation

age (years)

Longevity

(years)

Interval

between good

seed crops (years)

Seed terminal

velocity

(m s)1)

Tree

height

(m)

Proportional

height of

seed release

Acer rubrum AR 21 440 8 80 1.0 0.67 17.2 0.66

Acer saccharum AS 1750 40 300 5.0 0.82 31.0 0.75

Betula lenta BL 449 940 40 150 1.5 1.60 24.0 0.75

Betula papyrifera BP 27 240 30 120 2.0 0.55 21.0 0.75

Carpinus caroliniana CC 3520 15 75 4.0 0.98 11.2 0.74

Fraxinus americana FA 15 090 37 260 4.0 1.41 18.7 0.70

Liquidambar styraciftua LS 87 330 25 150 1.0 1.05 25.6 0.63

Liriodendron tulipifera LT 96 850 20 200 1.0 1.48 26.1 0.66

Picea glauca PG 7200 25 200 7.5 0.62 23.0 0.75

Pinus strobus PS 65 000 15 400 6.5 0.93 46.0 0.75

Pinus taeda PT 1550 7 190 8.0 0.70 31.5 0.72

Tilia americana TA 2330 30 140 1.0 2.92 16.0 0.75

For references, see Table S3.
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RESULTS

Determinants of wind-driven tree spread

A stepwise rank-regression analysis revealed that the natural inter-

specific variation in maturation time has the strongest impact on wind-

driven spread of trees (Fig. 2). Other important determinants of

variation in spread rate are post-dispersal survival, seed terminal

velocity, fecundity, mean horizontal windspeed and, to a lesser extent,

tree height. Intercrop interval, the standard deviation of vertical wind

velocity and longevity had relatively little impact, and the fractional

height of seed release was the least influential parameter.

Effects of environmental changes on wind-driven spread

For a typical North American wind-dispersed tree species, predicted

spread rates are low for most scenarios and parameter values, with

rates > 50 m year)1 restricted to high-survival (U) and high-threshold

windspeed for seed abscission (�Ur) (Fig. 3). Spread faster than

100 m year)1 occurs only under high and spatially homogeneous

survival (Fig. 3). Spread rate predictions for 12 tree species show that

three species (AR, PS and PT; see Table 1 for species abbreviations)

can spread faster, up to c. 1100 m year)1, but again only under high U
and �Ur (Fig. 4). Overall, spatially uniform survival always yields faster

spread than spatially variable survival, especially under high �Ur for

both the hypothetical typical species (Fig. 3) and the 12 real species

(compare Fig. 4 and Fig. S8). Model runs assuming spatially stochastic

survival reveal relative narrow confidence bounds around the constant

survival function and, again, faster rates compared with hump-shaped

survival with the same mean (Fig. S5). The projected higher fecundity

and earlier maturation are predicted to increase spread even under a

7% reduction in surface windspeed; in fact, the two future scenarios of

either reduced or increased windspeed yielded similar spread rates,

especially if seeds abscise only in strong winds (Figs 3 and 4). Species

with low lifetime reproduction are expected to exhibit the strongest

response to the projected environmental changes (i.e. higher future-

to-present spread ratio) (Fig. S7). The full factorial analysis shows that

predicted spread rates of the scenarios assuming enhanced fecundity

are ranked higher than those assuming earlier maturation or stronger

winds in general, and especially if survival is low (Table S5) and if

seeds abscise only in strong winds (Table S6).

DISCUSSION

We expanded the IBE model to introduce a mechanistic modelling

framework capable of incorporating projected changes in key

biological, environmental and physical conditions expected to affect

the spread of wind-dispersed plants. For a �typical� North American

wind-dispersed tree species, this model revealed that the spread rate is

unlikely to match shifts in surface temperature projected for most

forest biomes for the middle of the current century (Loarie et al.

2009). Only under the particular circumstance of high post-dispersal

survival and seed abscission biased to strong winds might a typical

wind-dispersed tree spread at rates of 100–200 m year)1 comparable

with the temperature shift projected for temperate conifer forests

(Loarie et al. 2009). Three of the 12 specific species examined,

representing different favourable combinations of dispersal and

demographic parameters, are predicted to spread at faster rates

projected for other North American forest biomes (Loarie et al. 2009),

but only under the same particular circumstances. By the middle of the

current century, the spread of North American wind-dispersed trees is

thus expected to lag behind shifts in mean surface temperature;

exceptions may occur under favourable environmental conditions for

a few species exhibiting specific trait combinations.

This key finding should be compared with previous assessments of

the potential of trees for fast spread of 300–500 m year)1. Clark et al.

(2001) suggested that high R0 and LDD are necessary to produce such

fast spread rates. The high R0 values they implemented (5000–50 000)

necessitate unrealistically high survival given the empirical range of

annual fecundity of trees (Tables 1 and Table S2). High LDD in this

approach was produced by a phenomenological dispersal model

calibrated from local seed trap data and extrapolated well beyond the

calibration range. Employing a WALD kernel-based Fisher equation,

Thompson & Katul (2008) reproduced fast spread of up to

700 m year)1 for some species, yet their results critically rely on a

continuous biomass assumption that disregards the discrete nature of

seeds. If a minimum biomass threshold corresponding to a single seed

is imposed on such continuous models, the extreme tails of the

biomass propagating front become censored, reducing their predicted

spread rates by factors of 2–5, making them compatible with the

results reported here. Using a Lagrangian mechanistic wind-dispersal

model, Kuparinen et al. (2009) predicted fast spread (650–

800 m year)1) in warmer future atmosphere for a hypothetical
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Figure 2 Results of a stepwise rank regression for five dispersal

(grey boxes) and five demographic (black boxes) parameters

determining spread rate of North American wind-dispersed tree

species. The parameters are arranged according to the absolute

value of the regression standardized coefficients, and the range of

values for each parameter is given at the bottom line (for details,

see Table S2).
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(12 m high) tree only if the seed terminal velocity is exceptionally low

(0.2 m s)1), a value beyond the observed range of 54 measured North

American wind-dispersed tree species (Table S2). For a terminal

velocity of 1 m s)1, typical for North American wind-dispersed tree

species (Table S2 and Fig. S6), Kuparinen et al. (2009) predicted

spread rates of only 4–8 m year)1.

Our mechanistic approach can assess how spread rate depends on

variation in species traits vs. environmental conditions. The global

sensitivity analysis emphasizes the importance of three traits:

maturation time, fecundity and seed terminal velocity (Fig. 2). Our

results also highlight the importance of non-random seed abscission

(Figs 3 and 4), a parameter likely to be internally controlled by seed-

dislodging mechanisms (Greene & Johnson 1992). Comparing the

predicted spread rate among 12 tree species demonstrates the

importance of specific combinations of life-history traits. For example,

the three fastest-spreading species (AR, PS and PT; see Table 1 for

species abbreviation) share two or more of the following traits: low

terminal velocity (AR and PT), tall tree height (PT and especially PS),

relatively high fecundity (PS) and early maturation (AR and PT).

However, each of them shares some properties typical of slow-

spreading species (AS, BL, CC, FA and TA), such as short tree height

(AR), low fecundity (PT) and long intercrop interval (PS and PT).

Among the two physical determinants of wind-driven spread, the

variation in �U was found to be more significant than rw, as expected

from WALD�s formulation (see Appendix S1). Variation in post-

dispersal seed-to-adult survival, reflecting both internal (e.g. seed size)

and external (e.g. nutrient availability) factors, crucially affected the

spread rate. Although Clark et al. (2001, p. 547) have previously noted

that low survival prevents fast spread, all other studies of spatial

spread have either ignored post-dispersal survival or amalgamated it

with fecundity (by considering only R0). Furthermore, we found that

under hump-shaped spatially variable survival, spread rates are

considerably slower than under spatially uniform or spatially stochastic

survival with the same mean (Fig. 3 and Fig. S5). Presumably, this is

primarily due to the much lower survival far from the source under

this hump-shaped function (Fig. S4), suggesting that fast spread

necessitates high survival far from the source.

Data on a recent fast spread of a North American wind-dispersed

tree species supports this hypothesis. In the glacier forelands at

Glacier Bay, Alaska, Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis) trees were estimated

Figure 3 Model results for the spread rate of a hypothetical typical North American

wind-dispersed tree species (see text for parameter values). Spread rate varies with

(1) mean post-dispersal seed-to-adult survival; (2) minimum windspeed required for

seed abscission to occur; and (3) three environmental scenarios, representing the

current conditions (dashed), the projected condition of higher fecundity, earlier

maturation and 7% reduction (dotted) or 6% increase (solid) in mean surface

windspeed. Black lines indicate variable (hump-shaped) survival function; grey lines,

shown only for the highest (0.024) mean survival, indicate spatially uniform survival

function.
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Figure 4 Model results for the spread rate of 12 wind-dispersed

tree species (see Table 1 for species abbreviation and parameter

values). Results are presented for two extreme levels of seed

abscission threshold windspeed (columns), and three levels of

mean post-dispersal seed-to-adult survival (rows), across the three

environmental scenarios (legend in top left panel). Seed abscission

threshold windspeed (�Ur) is 1.75 m s)1 (weak winds) and

16.00 m s)1 (very strong winds). Mean survival over all space (U)

is 0.024 (high), 0.00024 (intermediate) or 0.0000024 (low). Survival

function is uniform in space.
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to advance at rates of 300–400 m year)1 (Fastie 1995). We were

unable to gather quantitative information on all 10 parameters

required to predict spread rate for this species; yet, it is described as a

tall, highly fecund tree with relatively low seed terminal velocity, and

intermediate maturation age and intercrop interval (Greene & Johnson

1995; Peterson et al. 1997; Bonner & Karrfalt 2008). This set of traits

is similar to that of Pinus strobus (PS), one of the three fast-spreading

species (Table 1, Fig. 4). To spread on the order of 300–

400 m year)1, PS requires high survival coupled with seed abscission

only in strong winds (Fig. 4). We have no information on windspeed-

dependent seed abscission for Sitka spruce (or nearly all other species).

Seed sowing experiments and monitoring of established seedlings

showed that seed and seedling survival probabilities of Sitka spruce

near the glacial retreat front were considerably higher than in more

advanced succession stages (Chapin et al. 1994). At the glacial fronts,

seed germination was 9–12% and seedling survival to the second year

was 50–85% (Chapin et al. 1994). Such exceptionally high survival (see

Appendix S1) corresponds to the high survival probabilities required

for a rapid spread in Clark et al. (2001) and in our study.

Although this critical condition for the rapid spread (high survival

far from the source) can be demonstrated for the early-successional

Sitka spruce, it is unclear whether late-successional species can spread

at similar rates. More generally, because seed-to-adult survival of trees

is rarely high anywhere (Appendix S1), our findings suggest that wind-

driven spread on the order of 300–500 m year)1 is unlikely even if

environmental change increases fecundity, maturation rates and

windspeeds. Future trends in the distribution and availability of

establishment opportunities for forest trees are difficult to predict.

However, it is difficult to foresee a mechanism associated with current

global environmental changes that can generate highly favourable

establishment sites far from expanding tree populations in a

systematic way equivalent to the above-suggested impact of glacial

retreat fronts.

Our results identified two fundamental, yet poorly quantified,

determinants of wind-driven spread: biased seed abscission and post-

dispersal seed-to-adult survival far from the source. The study of

biased seed abscission has recently been revitalized by growing

evidence for its decisive role in LDD (Wright et al. 2008) and

population spread (Soons & Bullock 2008). Moreover, the stark

contrasts between uniform and variable survival in our study

demonstrate the need to open the �black box� of large-scale variation

in seed-to-adult survivorship. Large-scale transplant experiments

(Savolainen et al. 2007) provide a promising first step towards

estimating survival at spatial scales relevant to LDD.

We found that future changes in the spread of North American

wind-dispersed trees may be determined almost exclusively by earlier

maturation and higher fecundity under elevated [CO2], while being

insensitive to the projected increases or decreases in surface

windspeeds. This finding is surprising, but corresponds to the higher

sensitivity of spread rate to maturation time and fecundity, compared

with mean horizontal windspeed (Fig. 2). Yet, the projected changes

in maturation and fecundity in response to elevated [CO2] are based

on very few empirical studies, and rigorous assessment of these trends

requires further investigation. Furthermore, future changes in the

frequency and magnitude of extreme winds (Webster et al. 2005) could

substantially alter this conclusion given the critical importance of

extreme events in LDD (Nathan et al. 2008). Note, however, that

winds are expected to become more extreme mostly over the oceans

and not so much over land (Webster et al. 2005).

In this study, we incorporated the primary factors required to set

lower and especially upper bounds on spread rates of wind-dispersed

trees while keeping our model sufficiently simple to enable analytical

spread rate calculations (Appendix S1). Hence, we made simplifying

assumptions and ignored further factors such as Allee effects that

could limit spread especially in dioecious species like AR (Hastings

et al. 2005). In addition, young mature trees are expected to be both

shorter and produce less seeds than older individuals, whereas our

analyses assumed fecundity and tree height to be constant throughout

the reproductive period. We note, however, that relaxing these

assumptions can only reduce predicted spread rates, further strength-

ening our main conclusions and implying that our modelling approach

provides a realistic upper bound for the spread rate of wind-dispersed

trees. Yet, trees might spread faster if dispersed over longer distances

by more extreme winds or by other dispersal agents and humans in

particular (Nathan et al. 2008). Furthermore, evolving dispersal traits

(Phillips et al. 2008) and anisotropic dispersal might increase spread

and warrant further investigation.

Although our study focused primarily on the interactive effects of

elevated atmospheric [CO2] and changes in windspeeds, projected

increases in mean air temperature may also affect plant dispersal and

demography. Under certain conditions, higher air temperatures can

increase LDD by enhancing sensible heat flux and buoyant

production of turbulent kinetic energy (see supplementary material

in Kuparinen et al. 2009). However, given the much wider range of

wind statistics and the non-random seed abscission considered here,

these effects are likely to be minor. Increases in air temperature might

also impact carbon accumulation, and could thus further advance

maturation age. Yet, increasing temperature and changes in precip-

itation regimes are projected to increase drought frequency, and

thereby reduce plant survival, especially at early establishment stages

(McDowell et al. 2008). Given the plethora of such confounding

effects and the large uncertainty in forecasting future environments,

predictions of plant response should be continually reexamined based

on advances in modelling and empirical evidence. Our mechanistic

modelling approach provides a framework for assessing how such

environmental changes could impact the spread of wind-dispersed

plants, given their effects on dispersal and demographic parameters

can be made explicit.

In summary, despite the potential for faster spread in future

environments – as a result of higher fecundity and earlier maturation

and irrespective of the projected positive or negative changes in

surface windspeed – most North American wind-dispersed tree

species are unlikely to spread rapidly. This is chiefly because seeds of

most species are not released only in strong winds and because

survival far from the seed source is unlikely to be sufficiently high.

Thus, concerns about the ability of trees to track shifting climates

(Malcolm et al. 2002; Higgins et al. 2003; McKenney et al. 2007;

Svenning & Skov 2007) still hold.
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